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The Big AHA =
Awareness
Humility
Action



1900 … 1 automobile in NYC



13 years later … the move to automation was nearly complete.

We poised to live thru a similar transition … if you don’t want to be in the horse trade, you will need to unlearn many things about your business.

Most standard processes and tasks will executive by systems that are data driven, cognitive and automated







Feb. 16: A new tax bill has been introduced in the Wyoming state senate on Feb. 16 that would exempt virtual currencies from state property taxation, and suggests an 
effective date be provided for the tax exemption implementation.

Wyoming Senate Bill 111 was introduced by senators Ogden Driskill, Tara Nethercott, and Chris Rothfuss, along with representatives Tyler Lindholm, David Miller, and 
Jared Olsen. All are Republicans with the exception of Senator Rothfuss.

The bill received 26 “ayes,” from a mixture of Republicans and Democrats, 3 “nays,” all from Republicans, and 1 “excused.”
This Republican and Democratic backed bill comes as a growing bipartisan movement of US lawmakers are calling for more crypto regulation.

The bill is short and to the point, proposing a list of “intangible items” that should qualify for property tax exemption, like fiat currency, gold, cashier’s checks, and 
“virtual currencies.” Virtual currencies are defined as anything that digitally represents value as a medium of exchange or unit of value, and as well as not being 
recognized as legal US currency.

Taxation requirements for cryptocurrency profits in the US are a relatively grey area, with US citizens’ crypto assets being subject to federal property and payroll taxes. 
However, the personal finance service Credit Karma reported that only 0.04 percent of customers reported their crypto assets to the US Internal Revenue Service (IRS) in 
2017 as of Feb. 13.

Feb. 11, 2018: Arizona senate passes bill to allow tax payments in Bitcoin



Feb. 9, 2018

The City of Berkeley is seeking to become the first in the United States to use an innovative blockchain-based financing mechanism to address 
homelessness and housing issues. The “initial community offering” will open up new sources of capital for the city and enable Berkeley residents to 
invest directly in their community.

The City, UC Berkeley Blockchain Lab and Neighborly are together launching the Berkeley Blockchain Initiative (BBI) to develop a first-of-its-kind 
tokenized municipal bond. The initiative will explore how to harness the power of blockchain and cryptocurrencies to democratize access to public finance 
and improve social outcomes.

Berkeley is struggling to build sufficient affordable housing, especially as federal funds dry up and the new tax bill restricts their financing capabilities. An 
initial community offering presents a unique opportunity to help raise the necessary funds through local investors to build low-cost housing while striving 
to improve social well-being and equity.

Berkeley Councilmember Ben Bartlett, who has been a leader in this blockchain effort, believes that "cryptocurrencies enable the City to mitigate some of 
these potentially detrimental effects and help localize the financing of crucial social policy initiatives. Blockchain's benefits, such as security, efficiency, 
transparency and speed, are not only applicable, but much needed at the government level to deliver better and more streamlined services to the people 
who need it most," added Councilmember Bartlett.

We’re on a mission to democratize access to municipal bonds, and the Berkeley Blockchain Initiative presents a unique opportunity for Neighborly to help 
the City of Berkeley tokenize the first municipal bond, built on top of our platform that can deliver low-cost, tax-exempt public finance offerings.

In the coming months, we’ll be working with Berkeley and UC Berkeley Blockchain Lab to build out the necessary technologies and protocols and plan to 



Jan 24, 2018

Katerra receives $865 million investment — reduce construction costs by 30% or more!





1998

Trend #1: Bandwidth

Here is an example of 1000-fold growth that you have lived through.

Here are seven additional trends that are about to experience 1000-fold growth …

Trend #1: Bandwidth



Trend #1: Wireless/Bandwidth/Mobility

5G will allow society to operate in different ways. Are you prepared? Is Target prepared?



Trend #2: Augmented reality

1 to 2 hours is now reduced to 20 minutes



Trend #1: Bandwidth

4G … 1400-fold faster

5G … 100X faster than 4G (Download movies in second vs minutes)



Trend #1: Mobile/wireless/telemedicine

Mercy’s new $54 telemedicine center opened in July of 2015.

Will “see” 3 million patients by 2020

300 clinical works monitor 2500 beds in 34 hospitals

35% decrease in average length of stay!

30% fewer deaths!



Sep. 20, 2016

Places cheap plastic antenna atop power-line poles

Speeds rivaling 4G LTE and someday 5G

If tests are successful, a cheap way to bring internet service to those who need it.AT&T AirGig

Use cheap plastic antenna to deliver high speed internet service to those who need it.

Use clip



Trend #2: Additive Manufacturing/3D printing

Video released Nov 27, 2017

Exponential …

5000: 2017
100,000: 2018
500,000: 2019



What’s next?

What are the implications for construction, building, real estate, agriculture, oil and petrochemical industries?



Trend #3: Robotics

Drones: Feb 8, 2018

Embark: LA to Jacksonville —2,400 miles on Feb 6, 2018



A self driving truck transporting self driving cars!



Jan 29, 2018: Waymo orders 1000’s of Pacifica’s for taxi bot fleet!

Also … Waymo, a unit of Alphabet Inc., got a permit in late January from the Arizona Department of Transportation to operate as a Transportation 
Network Company, according to Ryan Harding, a spokesman at the state agency.

The designation lets Waymo’s fleet of driverless Chrysler Pacifica minivans pickup and drop off paying riders in Arizona through a smartphone app or 
website, the spokesman said on Friday. Uber Technologies Inc. and Lyft Inc. are good examples of transportation network companies in the state, Harding 
added.





Builders reimagine the future. Convert parking garages into apartments.

Why not?



Trend #4: The Internet of Things

The extension of the Internet to the physical world.

An $11-$19 TRILLION opportunity



Smart bridges





Savings:

Deloitte’s HQ in Amsterdam. World’s smartest building—houses 2,500 people but only 1,000 offices.

The greenest building in the world

All told, the Edge is packed with some 28,000 sensors.

App knows individuals preference for lighting and heating

Makes best of humans!

“Hot design” … 2500 workers but only 1000 desks

“We think we can be the Uber of buildings,” says Coen van Oostrom, chief executive officer of OVG Real Estate, the building’s developer. “We connect them, we make them more efficient, and in the end we will actually 
need fewer buildings in the world.”





Trend #5: Genomics



23andMe … 10 genetic diseases for $99

Determine which drugs will work on you

Also determine how fast you metabolize drugs



How will Arizona operate in a world where life expectancy is, perhaps, radically different?



Credit Suisse estimate 1 out of every 4 malls will close by 2022.

Northgate Mall now includes senior housing

Turn problems into opportunities



Trend #7: Artificial Intelligence/computer processing power

January 2017

Artificial intelligence … “the most disruptive technology since the industrial revolution.”

“The new electricity”!

Merrill report … add between $14-$33 trillion

Accenture says AI has the potential to grow global economy by 4.6% annually by 2035!

IBM Watson … 80 trillion calculations per second



Now a commercial product in 2018!

Translate 40 languages!

Do business in more than 60 countries?

Implications for Arizona — and your business?



January 10, 2018

The FDA has approved a new clinical platform for hospital staff that uses an algorithm to predict and prevent sudden patient death, makers Excel Medical 
announced Monday. Called the WAVE Clinical Platform, the system monitors patient vitals and sends alerts to connected smart devices up to six hours 
before patient suffers a potentially fatal heart attack or respiratory failure. This is the first such algorithm to receive FDA approval.

As many as 400,000 people a year die in hospitals prematurely, according to a 2013 study in the Journal of Patient Safety. Excel’s algorithm, called the 
Visensia Safety Index, tracks the vitals of very sick patients and calculates their risk of falling into “early deterioration,” the six to eight hours preceding a 
potentially fatal cardiac event.



Trend #9: Artificial intelligence



Trend #8: Big Data



Artificial intelligence



Everything



October 24, 2017

You can now order a pre-fabricated house on Amazon for $15,000



March 5, 2018: Amazon to explore banking … help the unbanked!

January 29, 2018: Amazon, JP Morgan, Berkshire Hathaway … new healthcare partnership.

Bezos … “We will bring a ‘beginner’s mind’ to the healthcare arena.”

Jan 22, 2018. Customers expectations are about to change.

Convenience, ease, etc. 

What will your customers expect from Pfizer Canada. Their definition of “essential” is about to change.



What two colors are the yield sign?







Just as yield signs are yellow and black anymore … either are taxis



Trend #9: Sharing Economy/Collaborative Economy

The network effect/the platform effect





The average drill is used for 13 minutes … why not share?



Uber for office space ... 

WeWork takes out a cut-rate lease on a floor or two of an office building, chops it up into smaller parcels and then charges monthly memberships to startups and small companies that want to work cheek-by-jowl with each other.

Now WeWork is the fastest-growing lessee of new office space in New York and next year will become the fastest-growing lessee of new space in America as it spreads to cities such as Austin and Chicago, not to mention London, Amsterdam and Tel Aviv.



Solar community gardens ... Colorado, Minnesota ... your states

Two in 2010;
50 in 2015;

and another 70X growth by 2020!

People want access, not ownership



Perhaps you think 3D printers are still:

1. too slow
2. too expensive
3. poor quality



Trend #15: Urban agriculture … growing trend





Trend #11: Virtual Reality

Grandma watching Jurassic Park





Get a reverse mentor





Have you been paying attention? 

Another little test …







2018 World Economic Forum report



Trend #16: MOOC’s—Massive Open Online Courses

Arizona State … offer freshmen year free … online

Michael Crow



Think Twice … you might be on “thin ice”



Think Twice … you might be on “thin ice”



Trend #12: Blockchain

Real Estate





The “world’s first neighborhood built from the internet up.”

Sidewalk Lab’s 200-page proposal for Quayside (12 acres in Toronto) begins with this line:

“When people look around Quayside, they might see a retail shop turning into artist housing as part of a flexible building pilot,” begins the proposal.”

From that perspective, perhaps no other project in the world has drawn as much curiosity as “Quayside,” a 12-acre slice* of Toronto waterfront in line to be developed by 
Sidewalk Labs, the urban tech-focused subsidiary of Google parent company Alphabet. Launched in 2015 by CEO Dan Doctoroff and a number of other Michael Bloomberg 
affiliates, Sidewalk Labs makes much of its urbanist bonafides. The company is now primarily focused on turning the patch of city-owned land into what it calls the 
“world’s first neighborhood built from the internet up.”





Jan. 10, 2018:

Tesla’s Buffalo factory is now shipping solar roofing tiles





Think in questions



On a scale of 1 to 10 answer this question.

Is there a better question using the exact same four words?



How answer this question … notice the difference?







Question:

Why the future will arrive sooner than you expect. 

Here is a simple analogy that explains why.



If a lilly pad doubled every day for a month, on Day 20 how much of the lake would be covered?



20 doublings only cover .1% … but what happens over the next ten days is amazing:

Day 20: 0.1
Day 21: 0.2
Day 22: 0.4
Day 23: 0.8
Day 24: 1.6%
Day 25: 3.2%
Day 26: 6.4%
Day 27: 12.8%
Day 28: 25%
Day 29: 50%
Day 30: 100%



Day 20: 0.1
Day 21: 0.2
Day 22: 0.4
Day 23: 0.8
Day 24: 1.6%
Day 25: 3.2%



Day 26: 6.4%
Day 27: 12.8%
Day 28: 25%
Day 29: 50%



Day 30: 100%



But Atlantic Trust will future-proof itself. Here’s the proof …



But, remember, the future will be stranger than we can imagine … so keep an open-mind and an active imagination.







The Best Way to Predict the 
Future is to Create It.

The best way to predict the future is to create it …


